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Abstract 

Virtual garment design and simulation involves a combination of a large range of techniques, 

involving mechanical simulation, collision detection, and user interface techniques for creating 

garments. Here, we perform an extensive review of the evolution of these techniques made in the last 

decade to bring virtual garments to the reach of computer applications not only aimed at graphics, 

but also at CAD techniques for the garment industry. 

As a result of the advances in the developments of virtual garment simulation technologies, we then 

detail a framework which fits the needs of the garment industry of virtual garment design and 

prototyping, concentrating on interactive design, simulation and visualization features. The 

framework integrates innovative tools aimed towards efficiency and quality in the process of 

garment design and prototyping, taking advantage of state-of-the-art algorithms from the field of 

mechanical simulation, animation and rendering. 
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1. Introduction 

The challenges of virtual garment simulation are numerous, and have attracted research efforts for 

more than a decade. First dedicated to the realistic simulation of the mechanical behavior of cloth, it 

soon evolved towards simulation of virtual garments on synthetic characters. While computer 

graphics gets the most obvious benefits from garment simulation on animated virtual characters, 

virtual prototyping of garment models is another major application field for the garment industry. 

Virtual garment simulation is the result of a large combination of techniques that have also 

dramatically evolved during the last decade. Unlike the mechanical models used for existing 



 

mechanical engineering for simulating deformable structures, a lot of new challenges arise from the 

highly versatile nature of cloth. The central pillar of garment simulation obviously remains the 

development of efficient mechanical simulation models, which can accurately reproduce with the 

specific mechanical properties of cloth. However, cloth is by nature highly deformable, and specific 

simulation problems arise from this fact. First, the mechanical representation should be accurate 

enough to deal with the nonlinearities and large deformations occurring at any place in the cloth, 

such as folds and wrinkles. Moreover, the garment cloth interacts strongly with the body that wears 

it, as well as with the other garments of the apparel. This requires advanced methods for efficiently 

detecting the geometrical contacts constraining the behavior of the cloth, and to integrate them in the 

mechanical model (collision detection and response). All these methods require advanced and 

complex computational methods where most important key issues remain computation speed and 

efficiency. For real-time applications however, only specific approximation and simplification 

methods allow the computation of garment animation, giving up some of the mechanical accuracy of 

the result in a result rather focused on visual realism. Section 2 reviews the developments of these 

techniques, from early beginnings (§ 2.1) to the state-of-the-art methods in cloth simulation and 

collision processing (§ 2.2), leading to the existing current developments in garments. 

Cloth simulation has however matured enough to introduce its potentials to the garment industry. 

The main needs to be fulfilled are mostly related to virtual garment prototyping, as well as 

visualization applications related to and virtual fashion and prototyping. Besides the higher level of 

accuracy needed to simulate the complex features of fashion models, new cloth design systems are 

now intended to help the garment creator shorten the design process of a garment, using innovative 

techniques and tools described in Section 3. The creation of a powerful interactive garment design 

system (§ 3.1)  relates to core simulation technologies (§ 3.2 - § 3.3) as well as new dynamic 

manipulation techniques for the cloth mesh (§ 3.4). Specific methods are aimed at producing real-

time garment animations (§ 3.5) to be used in numerous visualization applications, such as virtual 

try-on (§ 3.6). More than bringing new efficient tools to the garment industry (Section 4), these 

advances also open the door to new ways of thinking fashion design and garment creation. 



 

2. State-of-the-Art in Virtual Garments 

Garment simulation, which started in the late eighties with very simple models such as Weil's 

approach [WEI 87], has taken much benefit from the increasing performance of computer hardware 

and tools as well as the development of specific simulation technologies which have nowadays lead 

to impressive applications not only in the field of simulation of virtual worlds, but also as design 

tools for the garment and fashion industry. 

2.1. The Beginnings of Garment Simulation 

In the field of computer graphics, the first applications for mechanical cloth simulation appeared in 

1987 with the work of Terzopoulos et al [TER 87] [TER 88] in the form of a simulation system 

relying on the Lagrange equations of motion and elastic surface energy. Solutions were obtained 

through finite difference schemes on regular grids. This allowed simple scenes involving cloth to be 

simulated, such as the accurate simulation of a flag or the draping of a rectangular cloth. However, 

the first applications that really simulated garments started in 1990 (fig.1) with the considerations of 

many other technologies complementing cloth simulation [LAF 91] [CAR 92], such as body 

modeling and animation, and collision detection and response [YAN 93]. These applications 

innovated by providing the first virtual system allowing virtual garment patterns to be sewed 

together around a character. 

 
 

Fig.1. "FlashBack": Early virtual garments used context-dependent simulation of simplified 
cloth models. 



 

2.2. Recent Advances 

Since then, most developments were aimed at optimizing the accuracy and efficiency of the methods 

for simulating cloth accurately and efficiently, along the developments of actual applications and 

commercial products. 

2.2.1. Mechanical Models 

The accurate reproduction of the mechanical behavior of cloth has always been a key issue for 

garment simulation. The mechanical behavior of cloth is usually measured using standardized 

protocols, such as the Kawabata Evaluation System (KES), or the simpler FAST method, which are 

based on the experimental measurement of strain-stress curves for elongation, shearing and bending 

on normalized samples of fabric. Different representations of the cloth surface mechanics then allow 

the virtual reproduction of the behavior of cloth. 

Well known in mechanical engineering, the Finite Element method considers the cloth surface as 

being discretized in interpolation patches for a given order (bilinear, trilinear, quadrilinear), and an 

associated set of parameters (degrees of freedom) that give the actual shape to the interpolation 

surface over the element. From the mechanical properties of the material, the mechanical energy is 

computed from the deformation of the surface for given values of the interpolation parameters. An 

equation system based on the energy variation is then constructed with these degrees of freedom. 

Surface continuity between adjacent elements impose additional constraint relationships. A large 

sparse linear system is built by assembling successively the contributions of all the elements of the 

surface, and then solved using optimized iterative techniques, such as the conjugate gradient method. 

Finite elements have only had a marginal role in cloth simulation. The main attempts are described 

in [COL 91], [GAN 95], [EIS 96]. Most implementations focus on the accurate reproduction of 

mechanical properties of fabrics, but restrict the application field to the simulation of simple garment 

samples under elementary mechanical contexts, mostly because of the huge computational 

requirements of these models. Furthermore, accurate modeling of highly variable constraints (large 

nonlinear deformations, highly variable collisions) is difficult to integrate into the formalism of 



 

finite elements, and this sharply reduces the ability of the model to cope with the very complicated 

geometrical contexts which can arise in real-world garment simulation on virtual characters. 

An easier and more pragmatic way to perform cloth simulation is the use of particle systems. Particle 

systems consider the cloth to be represented only by the set of vertices that constitute the polygonal 

mesh of the surface. These particles are moved through the action of forces that represent the 

mechanical behavior of the cloth, which are computed from the geometric relationships between the 

particles that measure the deformation of the virtual cloth. Among the different variations of particle 

systems, the spring-mass scheme is the simplest and most widely used (fig.2). It considers the 

distance between neighboring particle pairs as the only deformation measurement and interaction 

source representing the internal elasticity of the cloth. 

 
 

Fig.2. Particle systems model cloth surfaces as point masses interacting with their 
neighbors using forces computed from their relative positions. 

Particle systems are among the simplest and most efficient ways to define rough models that 

compute highly deformable mechanical systems such as cloth with computation times small enough 

to integrate them into systems for simulating complete garments on virtual bodies. Among the main 

contributions on particle system models, early works considered simple viscoelastic models on 

regular grids with applications for draping problems with simple numerical integration schemes 

[SAK 91]. Accurate models started with Breen et al [BRE 94] on modeling the microstructure of 

cloth using parameters derived from KES behavior curves and integration based on energy 



 

minimization. However, such accurate models required a lot of computation for solving problems 

that were restricted to draping. On the other hand, more recent models trade accuracy for speed, such 

as the grid model detailed by Provot et al [PRO 95] which additionally includes geometric 

constraints for limiting large deformation of cloth. Additional contributions from Eberhardt et al 

[EBE 96] with the simulation of KES parameters and comparison of the efficiency of several 

integration methods. Advanced surface representations were used in [DER 98], where the simulation 

model and collision detection takes advantage of the hierarchical structure of subdivision surfaces. 

Modeling animated garments on virtual characters is the specific aim of the work described by 

Volino et al [VOL 95] [VOL 97], which investigate improved spring-mass representations for better 

accuracy of surface elasticity modeling on irregular meshes. 

While various models can be used to compute the force applied on each particle given their position 

and speed, these forces have then to be integrated along time to obtain the position and speed of the 

particle for the following timesteps using methods related to the integration of ordinary differential 

equation systems. Most recent however focus on improvements of the numerical integration methods 

in order to improve efficiency of the simulation. 

Explicit integration methods are the simplest methods available for solving first-order ordinary 

differential systems. They consider the prediction of the future system state directly from the value 

of the derivatives. The best known techniques are the Runge-Kutta methods. Among them, the fast 

but unstable and inaccurate first-order Euler method, used in many early implementations, considers 

the future state as a direct extrapolation from the current state and the derivative. Higher order and 

more accurate methods also exist, such as the second-order Midpoint method, used for instance in 

early models by Volino et al [VOL 95], and the very accurate fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, 

used for instance by Eberhardt et al [EBE 96]. 

Beside considerations for accuracy, stability and robustness are other key factors to consider. For 

most situations encountered in cloth simulation, the numerical stiffness of the equations (stiff elastic 

forces, small surface elements) require the simulation timesteps to be small enough to ensure the 

stability of the system, and this limits the computation speed much more than accuracy 

considerations. Adequate timestep control is therefore essential for an optimal simulation. A 



 

common solution is to use the fifth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm detailed in [PRE 92] which embeds 

integration error evaluation used for tuning the timestep adaptively [VOL 97]. 

In order to circumvent the problem of instability, implicit numerical methods are being used. For 

cloth simulation, this was first outlined by Baraff et al [BAR 98]. The most basic implementation of 

implicit method is the Euler step, which considers finding the future state for which "backward" 

Euler computation would return the initial state. It performs the computation not using the derivative 

at the current timestep, but using the predicted derivative for the next timestep. Besides the inverse 

Euler method, other, more accurate higher-order implicit methods exist, such as the inverse 

Midpoint method, which remains quite simple but exhibits some instability problems. A simple 

solution is to interpolate between the equations of the Euler and Midpoint methods, as proposed by 

Volino et al [VOL 00]. Higher-order methods, such as the Rosenbrook method, however do not 

exhibit convincing efficiencies in the field of cloth simulation. Multistep methods, which perform a 

single-step iteration using a linear combination of several previous states, are other good candidates 

for a good accuracy-stability compromise. Among them, the second-order Backward Differential 

Formula (BDF-2) has shown some interesting performances, as used by Eberhardt, Hauth et al 

[EBE 00] [HAU 01] and Choi et al [CHO 02]. 

Whatever variation chosen, the major difficulty in using implicit integration methods is that they 

involve the resolution of a large and sparse linear equation system for each iteration, constructed 

from the Jacobian matrix of the particle forces against their position and speed. A commonly used 

simplification involves linearization of the mechanical model so as to obtain a linear approximation 

of the matrix that does not evolve along time, and on which initial construction and preprocessing 

allows efficient resolution method to be used, as for example like Kang et al [KAN 00], or even the 

matrix inverse to be precomputed as done by Desbrun et al [DES 99]. A further simplification is to 

suppress completely the need of computing the matrix using an adapted approximation embedded 

directly in an explicit iteration. A big drawback of all these methods results from the approximation 

of the matrix that cannot take into account the nonlinearities of the model (mostly those resulting 

from the change of orientation of the surface elements during the simulation). While this is 



 

acceptable for draping applications, animations behave usually poorly because of excessive 

numerical damping, which also increases as the timestep becomes large. 

The best numerical method for actually resolving the linear system seems to be the Conjugate 

Gradient method, as suggested by Baraff et al [BAR 98], with various variations and preconditioning 

schemes depending on how the mechanical model is formulated and geometrical constraints of the 

cloth integrated. 

Most models using implicit integration schemes restrict themselves to using spring-mass systems, as 

their simple formulation eases the process of defining the linear system to be resolved. However, 

implicit integration methods can also be used for integrating accurate surface-based particle systems 

as the one described above, from derivation of the particle force expressions relatively to the particle 

positions and speeds. This in quite simply integrated into the implicit formulations described by 

Volino et al [VOL 00], and extended toward other advanced methods as by Hauth et al [HAU 01]. 

These formulations actually blur the line between particle systems and finite element methods, as the 

described particle system is indeed a first-order finite element method where the implicit resolution 

scheme corresponds to the energy minimization scheme of finite elements and the build of the linear 

system matrix to the assembly process of elements into the global system to be resolved. This is a 

key idea to design a new system which combines the accuracy of finite elements with the efficiency 

of the techniques used for particle systems, as described in section 3. 

2.2.2. Real-Time Garment Animation 

Real-time garment animation poses the challenging problem of how to perform very fast methods for 

the mechanical computation and collision detection. Accuracy has to be given up in favor of quicker 

methods that take advantage of geometrical approximations and contextual simplifications. 

Implicit integration [BAR 98] [CHO 02] and speed-optimized derivatives [DES 99] [MEY 00] allow 

fast simulation of mechanical properties of cloth. However, the computation speed still remains slow 

for complex garments, and these methods are still limited by the maximum number of polygons they 

can animate in real-time. 



 

In the specific of area optimizations for mechanical behavior, James et al. [JAM 99] have worked on 

real time simulation. Their paper describes the boundary integral equation formulation of static 

linear elasticity as well as the related Boundary Element Method discretization technique. Their 

model is not dynamic, but rather a collection of static postures, limiting its potential applications. 

Debunne et al. [DEB 00] have also recently introduced a technique for animating soft bodies in real 

time. However, their method works on volumetric meshes and is therefore not applicable to thin 

objects such as cloth. 

Collision detection is another bottleneck in the speed of cloth simulation. Besides the traditional 

methods, specific optimizations intend to address the problem of real-time simulation. For instance, 

Vassilev et al. [VAS 01] propose to use z-buffer for collision detection in order to generate depth 

and normal maps. The computation time of their collision detection does not depend on the 

complexity of the body. However, the maps need to be pre-computed before simulation, also 

restricting the real-time application.  

Some other researchers have used geometrical approaches [WEI 86] [AGU 90] [HIN 90] [NGG 95]. 

Geometrical models do not consider the physical properties of the cloth, therefore providing 

techniques that produce fast results. However, these techniques are not able to reproduce the 

dynamics of clothes. Moreover, geometrical techniques require a considerable degree of user 

intervention. They can be regarded as a form of advanced drawing tools. 

Another approach presented by Grzeszczuk et al. [GRZ 98] uses a neural network to animate 

dynamic objects. They replaced physics-based models by a large neural network that automatically 

learns to simulate similar motions by observing the models in action. The method works in real-time, 

but it has not been proven that this method can be used for complex simulation, such as cloth. 

Hybrid approaches try to combine geometrical and physical deformations. Kang et al. [KAN 00] 

improved the visual quality of the garments with a small number of polygons by tessellating the 

triangles. Their tessellation algorithm, which is based on cubic spline curve, is able to simulate the 

wrinkles. Oshita et al. [OSH 01] use a similar approach. Both these methods are mainly applicable to 

flat surfaces where physical simulation can be done with a very small number of polygons. 



 

However, highly curved surfaces, such as sleeves, need to be simulated with a higher number of 

polygons. 

2.2.3. Garment Design and Simulation 

Since the first developments to produce simulated garments on virtual characters [LAF 91] 

[CAR 92], cloth simulation and garment animation has made its way not only in computer research 

(fig.3) [VOL 97], but also into commercial products aimed both for 3D computer design and the 

garment industry. 

 
 

Fig.3. Virtual fashion: Real models and their virtual counterparts. 

Two kinds of products ace currently available: Those oriented for general cloth simulation and 

animation, and those specialized for draping and fitting garment models on virtual mannequins. The 

first category offer tools for simulating any kind of deformable surface mechanically. They usually 

offer a simple mechanical model containing only the basic mechanical parameters of cloth (stiffness, 

viscosity, bending, gravity) modeled as a spring-mass particle system and simulated using state-of-

the-art integration techniques. They allow the computation of realistic cloth animation, but do not 

provide any tool for designing garments. The also offer general collision detection schemes for 

interaction with any other objects. These tools are usually integrated as plugins into 3D design and 

animation frameworks. Among the main products, there is MayaCloth integrated into Maya [1], 

Reactor [2], Stitch [3], SimCloth [4] and ClothReyes [5] for 3DStudio Max, Dynamics integrated 

into Cinema 4D [6]. 



 

The second category focuses on garment draping on virtual mannequins for visualization (virtual 

fashion, web applications) and prototyping purposes (garment design applications). The CAD 

applications specialize the simulation on pattern assembly and garment draping using accurate 

mechanical models of fabrics, while the visualization application take advantage of geometric 

techniques for generating quickly realistic dressed mannequins out of design choices. Both use 

pattern models imported from professional pattern design tools (Gerber, Lectra, Investronica). These 

tools also usually provide a standalone environment for setting up the simulation and visualizing the 

results. Among them, there is Toyobo DressingSim [7], Browzwear V-Stitcher [9], or web 

applications such as FitMe.com [10] and MIRALab's Virtual Try-On [11] (fig.4). 

   
Fig.4. MIRALab's Virtual Try-On on the Web. 

3. A New Interactive Design System 

The garment industry is still attached to the traditional way of designing garments, which is based on 

designing patterns (shapes of fabric) which are then seamed together on a mannequin. While CAD 

tools (Lectra, Gerber, Investronica) are now highly involved in the 2D design process of the patterns, 

the actual prototyping is still performed using real cloth pieces and mannequins. Some attempts were 

made to bring this validation phase in the virtual world as well, using cloth simulation techniques. 

This approach is still quite inefficient because of the lack of integration between the 2D pattern 

design process and the 3D simulation. 

Interactivity between design and simulation is the key idea for solving this bottleneck. While current 

systems require the re-assembly and draping of the garment over the body for any design change on 



 

the garment patterns, we propose a new approach offer a smart integration of the 2D pattern shape 

editor along with the 3D garment shape view to assess interactively the effect of any pattern shape 

edit or posture and measurement change on the mannequin (fig.5). 

     
 

Fig.5. User interface for interactive garment design (left): Edition of the patterns can be 
performed any time in 2D or 3D with immediate preview of the results (right). 

3.1. Interactive Design of Patterns 

Using patterns imported from industry CAD tools, the proposed framework obviously addresses the 

issues of placing the patterns around a mannequin, seaming the patterns together, and performing the 

draping using mechanical simulation. However, the main interest of the framework is rather related 

to the possibility of refining and altering the design of the patterns in real-time, with interactive 

preview of the effects on the garment draped on the mannequin. These edit possibilities include 

resizing, reshaping, adding darts, holes, seams, pleats, attachments (zips, buttons), changing the 

fabric material (mechanical properties and texture). The mannequin can be interactively changed as 

well, both for measurements and for postures and motion sequences. 

The system immediately react to these changes by updating the draped garment interactively. The 

new garment shape is automatically recomputed using accurate mechanical properties in order to 

exhibit the features that have been altered by the edits. Geometrical accuracy of the simulation may 

be changed at any time to provide the optimal compromise between accuracy and interactivity at any 

stage of the design process. Advanced visualization tools can also display at any time the local 

mechanical properties of cloth (mechanical deformations, contact forces) for a good evaluation of 



 

the fitting and the comfortability, for any chosen size and posture of the mannequin which can also 

be customized (measurements, posture and appearance) and animated interactively. 

Using an innovative design tool for garment design and simulation, we intend to bring new advances 

not only in the field of garment simulation for computer graphics characters, but also as a valuable 

design and prototyping tool for the actual needs of the garment industry. 

Our system addresses the following issues: 

* Provide an interactive pattern design environment that combines in real-time the 2D view of the 

shape of the pattern on the fabric with the 3D view of the garment draped on a customizable body, 

and allows interaction to be performed either in 2D or in 3D from any view with interactive 

visualization of the result. 

* Offer a large range of simulation techniques fulfilling optimally all the needs of the garment design 

process, such as fast garment assembly, draping on posture, interactive editing, accurate simulation 

and animation. 

* Provide high-quality garment simulation, not only by simulating accurately the elastic behavior of 

deformable cloth through a model taking into account elastic strain-stress curves, but also by 

providing accurate simulation of the dissipative behavior of cloth for producing high-quality 

animations. 

* Offer fast real-time animated preview of the designed garment on a moving virtual character 

through a dedicated visualization module. The main purpose of the real-time simulation is to provide 

to the designer a pre-view of the garments on virtual humans. The rendering of a simulation 

sequence of a dressed virtual human with the accurate approach requires several minutes of 

computation while the real-time method makes the rendering of the same clothes almost 

instantaneous. In addition, this module offers the possibility to export the garments and the body for 

a real-time visualization on the Web. The system not only provides a tool for the design of the 

garments, but also it makes possible the visualization of these garments on a Web server for on-line 

shopping, after they have been created. 



 

* Offer sufficient versatility for producing complex garments made of numerous patterns of intricate 

shape and seams. 

These features require the use of improved state-of-the-art techniques for cloth simulation (part 3.1) 

and collision handling (part 3.2), associated to new techniques for managing dynamically the 

generation and update of the cloth mesh (part 3.3) for bringing interactivity in the garment design 

under the tips of the garment designer. 

3.2. The Mechanical Model 

3.2.1. Accurate Model 

This mechanical model is based on an accurate representation of the surface deformation of a 

triangular surface element equivalent to a first-order finite element description. Weft, warp and shear 

deformation and deformation speed are accurately measured on each element and translated into 

forces using the strain-stress curves defined by the mechanical properties. These forces are then 

propagated onto the mesh vertices, and any kind of integration scheme traditionally used for particle 

systems may then be used. Bending viscoelasticity is modeled as forces between adjacent mesh 

elements derived from the bending measured between them. 

At the crossroad of particle systems and first-order finite elements, this model offers a very good 

compromise between speed and accuracy. Weft, warp, shear and Poisson viscoelasticity behavior is 

accurately represented by this scheme and, unlike representations based on spring-mass models, the 

accuracy is quite well maintained with large deformations. 

Another benefit of this model is that it does not rely on regular particle arrays, but satisfies itself 

from any triangle mesh for describing the cloth surface. This allows complete freedom in the design 

of the pattern shape, as well as optimal surface representations using adapted or dynamic local mesh 

refinements. 

The numerical integration of the particle forces is carried out using advanced implicit schemes. 

While the Implicit Euler scheme remains a good choice for ensuring fast and robust computation, 



 

our system also implements Inverse Midpoint and BDF-2 methods for providing more accuracy. The 

system actually allows any the choice of any intermediate formula to be selected between these three 

schemes, for providing an optimal selection between accuracy, robustness and computation speed. 

While draping applications satisfy themselves with any available implicit schemes, the accurate 

simulation of cloth motion requires a higher accuracy in the model for taking into account the 

nonlinearities of the numerical system (not only for taking into account the nonlinearities of the 

strain-stress curves, but also those resulting from the change of orientation of the cloth elements). 

These nonlinearities alter the force derivative matrix used in the linear system resolution of any 

implicit scheme. Linearizing the equations for obtaining a constant matrix as performed in most 

implementations for simplifying the resolution is done at the expense of accuracy which usually 

translates into excessive numerical damping of the mechanical system, thus becoming unsuitable for 

animation. Our system implements a modified version of the Conjugate Gradient algorithm for the 

linear system resolution, which embeds dynamic evaluation of the force derivatives corresponding to 

the current state of the mechanical system, without explicit construction of the matrix [VOL 00]. 

This greatly enhances the quality of cloth animation. The computation time and accuracy is further 

enhanced by a suitable preconditioning of the equations of the linear system which ensures that the 

residual error produced my the iterative resolution process in any case comply with mechanical 

momentum conservation laws. This allows the animation to remain realistic even with if very few 

numbers of iterations are used in the resolution, which is particularly important for interactive 

applications. 

If even more accuracy is needed for representing cloth animation, the fifth-order Runge-Kutta 

scheme with error evaluation for adaptive timestep is still available in our system [VOL 97]. At the 

price of a computation which highly increases with the stiffness of the forces and the smallness of 

the mesh elements, it ensures a guaranteed accuracy in both the position and the speed of the cloth, 

and thus still a good choice for testing the effect of mechanical parameters on the motion of the 

cloth. 

For time-critical interactive simulations where accuracy is not needed (for instance, the pattern 

assembly process), a fast simplified mechanical simulation scheme is also available. It is based on a 



 

spring-mass mechanical representation following the topology of the mesh, which uses springs of 

precomputed constant linear viscoelastic stiffness that roughly represents the mechanical parameters 

of the cloth. The system can transparently switch from one model to another depending on the 

context. 

3.3. Collision Detection and Response 

While much emphasis is put an the efficiency and accuracy of the mechanical simulation, processing 

the collisions which occur between the cloth and the body, as well as between two different parts of 

the cloth, remains a compulsory issue to address efficiently. This problem relates both to detection 

(how to find out efficiently the geometrical contacts between complex moving surfaces) and 

response (how these geometric contacts alter the mechanical behavior of the cloth realistically, and 

how this integrates efficiently to the simulation scheme). 

3.3.1. Collision Detection 

The main issue is to master the complexity of the problem due to the discretization. The cloth 

surface, as well as the body surface, are represented by polygonal meshes that can have several 

thousands polygons each. Testing each couple of polygons for potential collisions is an unrealistic 

task. Many optimized algorithms have been developed for that purpose, either based on space 

subdivision or hierarchisation (voxelisation, octree), object hierarchisation (volume-box hierarchies), 

spatial projection and ordering. 

In the case of cloth simulation, bounding-volume hierarchies are adequate algorithms for collision 

detection, since the topology of the animated meshes mostly remains constant, and therefore a 

constant precomputed hierarchy could be used. For this purpose, we have used the Discrete 

Orientation Polyhedra (DOPs) described by Klosowsky et al [KLO 97] which provide a better 

alternative to axis-aligned bounding boxes, as they bound more tightly the flat arbitrary-oriented 

surface regions of cloth. Many optimizations of the hierarchical bounding volume scheme are 

available, as for example in [GOT 96], [HUB 96], [BER 97], [EHM 01], [LAR 01], [ZAC 02], 

[MET 03]. 



 

Designing a very general cloth simulation framework requires however the detection of self-

collisions in the cloth surface, which may bend, wrinkle and crumple in very complex patterns. This 

kind of detection is however very inefficient, as every adjacent elements of the mesh are seen as 

“colliding” by the detection algorithm. In [VOL 94] is detailed an adapted version of a hierarchical 

algorithm which deals with this issue. It is based on the consideration that self-collisions only occur 

within surfaces that are bent enough to produce a “loop”. Hence, self-collisions should only be 

detected within surface regions that are curved enough to exhibit them. 

Hence, in addition to bounding volumes, curvature information has been added in the elements of 

the hierarchy for performing this test. Furthermore, the algorithm takes advantage of element 

adjacencies by replacing the bounding-box test by a curvature test it that case. The implementation 

of this scheme provides a very efficient framework where collision detection is not the bottleneck of 

simulation performance anymore, and where self-collision detection has only a very minor 

performance impact. 

3.3.2. Collision Response 

As soon as the distance separating two objects is small enough to consider that the they are 

interacting, a “feedback” should be performed on their behavior. Collision response aims to 

reproduce this interaction in an accurate way, primarily to avoid unrealistic interpenetration of the 

objects, and secondary to simulate realistic bouncing and friction effects. 

Traditional collision response techniques use potential repulsion fields to model the reaction forces, 

which are intense and highly discontinuous. Though being a “physical” response easily integrated in 

the mechanical model, this solution is however impractical, because of the high and nonlinear 

penalty forces that are hard to simulate numerically, and which cannot render precisely the 

discontinuous reaction of a solid contact. 

In an approach introduced in [VOL 95], collisions were handled geometrical constraints, using 

cinematic correction on the constrained elements: Positions and speeds were corrected according to 

the mechanical conservation laws to fit the constraints precisely. This approach allowed to skip the 

potential walls used to enforce the constraints. More recently, Eberhardt et al [EBE 96] used a 



 

similar way to handle friction effects. This approach has been extended in [VOL 97] by a more 

general framework performing corrections not only on positions, but also on speeds and mostly on 

accelerations according to mechanical momentum conservation laws, ensuring reduction of the 

mechanical energy and stability. Such approach, which does not rely heavily on position correction, 

can be integrated in the mechanical model in a better way, and ensures good response stability. The 

equivalence between collision forces and acceleration corrections resulting from Newton's law also 

allows the efficient integration of collision response using implicit integration schemes [VOL 00]. 

Our new system combines all these features for handling collisions efficiently, with enough 

versatility for allowing the simulation of complex multilayer garments (fig.6). 

 
 

Fig.6. Efficient and robust collision processing is important for simulating complex cloth. 

3.4. Simulation of Dynamic Meshes 

An interactive design framework obviously needs efficient mechanical simulation and collision 

techniques for animating mechanical objects quickly enough for an immediate feedback of the 

design actions. However, user interaction will only be useful if an adequate management of the 

pattern design give immediate feedback of the changes to the mechanical simulation system. 

The key idea of the system is to take advantage of a dynamically constructed mesh that 

automatically adapts to the shape and feature changes of the garment patterns during their design. 

Hence, any action altering the 2D shape of the patterns would have a direct mechanical effect on the 

3D shape of the garment surface. 



 

3.4.1. Altering the Shape of Garment Patterns 

Most pattern adjustments deal with resizing and enhancing the shape of the patterns for better fit to 

the body. It is quite often useless to perform a complete reconstruction of the garment mesh is these 

cases. An alteration of the fabric coordinates of the mesh vertices are sufficient for matching the new 

pattern shape. Such scheme is possible as our simulation system does not rely on regular grids for 

performing the simulation. 

Our system takes advantage of a mapping update algorithm which updates the 2D mesh position on 

the fabric according to the 2D shape modification of the pattern. For this purpose, we have 

developed an extended mesh representation where each vertex "remembers" which pattern vertices 

has originated it. Hence, the fabric coordinates of a mesh vertex is actually obtained as a weighted 

sum of fabric coordinates of vertices defining the pattern shape. When one of these vertices is 

displaced, all relevant mesh vertices are updated according to the coefficients of the weighted sum 

which are stored in the data structure (fig.7). 

 
 

Fig.7. Interactive edition of patterns: Each mesh vertex of the pattern surface is displaced 
by a weighted amount of the displacement of the pattern contour point. 

A standard Delaunay triangulation process is used for constructing the mesh out of the pattern 

contour. First, a constrained Delaunay triangulation algorithm triangulates the pattern shape using 

the initial vertices of the contour only for building an initial mesh. Then, an incremental Delaunay 

subdivision algorithm splits the mesh triangles until an adequately refined mesh is obtained. 

Weighted sum coefficients are trivially computed during this process for each new vertex out of the 

coefficients of the vertices of the split triangle and the barycentric coordinates of the vertex in the 



 

triangle. As the final coefficients of the mesh actually depend on the order the triangles are split, it is 

important to perform the splitting process as uniformly as possible, for instance by maintaining a 

size-ordered list of triangles for splitting them the largest first. 

The biggest interest of this scheme is that any change of the pattern shape in 2D will not affect the 

cloth surface shape in 3D at all. This allows any pattern shape or size adjustment to be performed by 

the designer to be carried out whatever the simulation state of the garment, relying only on 

mechanics to finally bring the garment to its new shape (fig.8 A-B-C). This process can also be used 

for updating in real-time a worn garment as the designed changes the measurements of the patterns, 

for instance for finding which garment size a the mannequin the best. 

3.4.2. Repositioning New Garment Surfaces 

When large modifications and topological changes are made on the patterns (new features, adding 

darts and holes) the mesh mapping update process described above cannot be applied, and a new 

mess taking into account the new pattern features has to be regenerated. For avoiding the process of 

rebuilding and redraping the garment on the body, an automatic mesh replacement process will use 

the position of the old mesh to replace the new mesh in a similar way (fig.8 C-D-E-F). 

The repositioning algorithm updates the 3D position of a vertex of the new mesh using the 3D 

position of the polygon of the old mesh which contains the 2D fabric position of the vertex. This 

polygon is found efficiently in the mesh by taking advantage of the hierarchical structure of the 

mesh constructed for performing collision detection during simulation. If no polygon of the old mesh 

contains the vertex, its position is derived from an average extrapolation of the nearest triangles of 

the old mesh. 

The repositioning algorithm performs best when the shape of the new pattern is similar to the shape 

of the old one. If their shape is significantly different, we can efficiently use the mapping update 

algorithm described above to roughly approximate the old pattern mesh to the new 2D pattern shape 

before reconstructing and repositioning the new mesh. 



 

Our pattern design system performs automatically and transparently the mapping update and the 

repositioning of the garment surface according to the design operations applied on the patterns, so as 

to exhibit automatically the result of the design. The same process is also used for switching 

dynamically from one mesh resolution to another, depending the amount of interactivity or accuracy 

needed for a particular design step (fig.8 F-G). 

 
 

Fig.8. Interactive garment design: From an initial draped pattern (A), editing the 2D contour 
of a pattern while keeping its 3D shape constant (B) allows mechanical simulation to 

smoothly drape the pattern to its new 3D shape (C). If pattern editing involves topology or 
seaming changes (D), the pattern surface is automatically reconstructed in the same 

position (E) using interpolation if necessary, and simulation performs the draping (F). The 
surface may be refined at any time (G) for more accuracy. 

3.4.3. Techniques for Fitting Garments on a Body 

Considering body sizes and postures is important for designing garments that fit the body well. 

Rather than recreating a new 3D garment for each body to be dressed, we can take advantage of the 

versatility of the system to provide automatic garment adaptation to any body size and posture 

change. 



 

Cloth deformation data can easily be extracted from the mechanical model used in the system. This 

can be displayed directly on the cloth surface in the form of strain or stress diagrams illustrating the 

deformation of the tension accurately computed on each region of the cloth. The garment designer 

can by this way point out where the garment is excessively in tension, correct the pattern shapes 

accordingly and observe the effect of the correction in real-time. Pressure of the garment on the body 

skin, illustrating the comfortability of the garment, can be evaluated in the same way. 

Our system allows a wide customization of body measurements. Any body may be described by a set 

of measurements, which can either be explicitly specified, either computed from other specified 

measurements using statistics (fig.9) as described by Seo et al [SEO 03]. Input data may for instance 

be extracted from 3D body scanner data. While the initial draping of a designed garment is 

performed on a generic body of "standard" measurements, the user may then change any 

measurement with on-the-fly fitting of the garment on the body, immediately assess fitting and 

comfortability, and change garment size and measurement accordingly. 
 

 
 

Fig.9. Bodies of different measurements. 

Postures can be changed interactively in the same way. While the garment is usually created on a 

generic body posture that facilitates garment assembly and draping, the user may then switch 

between any suitable posture. The system automatically generates a small animation of the body 

from the initial posture to the new one, and mechanical computation will automatically adapt the 

draped garment to the new posture (fig.10). Beside creating artistic poses, this also helps the garment 

designer to validate the shape of the garment using the comfortability tools. 



 

 
 

Fig.10. Animation from one posture to another allows testing the fitness and the 
comfortability of a garment. 

Future systems may simplify some garment design tasks by testing automatically the created 

garment for fitting and comfortability against a selected range of sizes and postures. Other 

applications may be the automatic size and shape selection of a garment model according to the 

measurements of the customer, obtained for instance from a personal smartcard of measured using a 

body scanner. 

3.5. Real-Time Animation of Garments 

The real-time animation has been integrated to the garment design tool to provide a preview of the 

clothes. Given an animated body and a garment whose rest shape has been computed with the 

garment design tool, this module provides the real-time visualization of the garments on the 

animated body. This module can be used at any time during the making of the clothes helping the 

designers to judge the quality of their clothes.  

3.5.1. Garment Preprocessing 

Simulating garments in real-time requires drastic simplifications of the simulation process to be 

carried out, possibly at the expense of mechanical and geometrical accuracy. Our approach, 

described by Cordier et al [COR 02] is based on a hybrid method where the cloth is segmented into 

various sections where different algorithms are applied. When observing a garment worn on a 



 

moving character, we notice that the movement of the garment can be classified into several 

categories depending on how the garment is laid on, whether it sticks to, or flows on, the body 

surface. For instance, a tight pair of trousers will mainly follow the movement of the legs, whilst a 

skirt will flow around the legs. Thus, we segment the cloth into three layers that we define as follows 

(fig.11): 

* Layer 1 (Stretch cloth): Garment regions that stick to the body with a constant offset. In this case, 

the cloth follows exactly the movement of the underlying skin surface. 

* Layer 2 (Loose cloth): Garment regions that move within a certain distance to the body surface are 

placed in another category. The best examples are shirtsleeves. The assumption in this case is that 

the cloth surface always collides with the same skin surface and its movement is mainly 

perpendicular to the body surface. 

* Layer 3 (Floating cloth): Garment regions that flow around the body. The movement of the cloth 

does not follow exactly the movement of the body. Collisions are not predictable; for a long skirt, for 

instance, the left side of the skirt may collide with the right leg during animation. 

 
 

Fig.11. Segmentation of garments. 

These three categories are animated using three different cloth layers. The idea behind the proposed 

method is to avoid the heavy calculation of physical deformation and of collision detection wherever 

possible, i.e. where collision detection is not necessary. The main interest of our approach is to pre-

process the target cloth and body model so that they are efficiently computable during runtime. The 

garments are divided into a set of segments and the associated simulation method is defined for each. 



 

The segmentation process dispatches each garment region to its adequate layer. From the garment in 

its rest shape on the initial body, the distance between the garment and the skin surface is used to 

determine to which category the cloth triangles belong. Associated with each segment are distances 

from the skin surface that are used to determine the category. Each segment falls into one of three 

categories: tight, loose and floating clothes. Cloth vertices that are located closely to the skin surface 

belong to the first or the second layer. Cloth vertices that do not collide with any skin surface belong 

to the third layer. 

3.5.2. Garment Animation 

In [COR 02], techniques for real-time clothes simulation are proposed. Garment vertices are 

animated with three different methods, depending on which layer they belong that is defined during 

the pre-processing stage. 

Tight clothes in Layer 1 follows the deformation of the underlying skin. These deformations are 

calculated thanks to the mapping of the attachment data of the skin to the garment surface.  

For Layer 2 that is composed of loose clothes, the relative movements of clothes to the skin remain 

relatively small, keeping a certain distance from the skin surface. Consider the movement of sleeve 

in relation with the arm: for a certain region of the garment, the collision area falls within a fixed 

region of the skin surface during simulation. With this in mind, the scope of the collision detection 

can be severely limited. A basic assumption made is that the movement of the garment largely 

depends on that of the underlying skin and yet it should not follow the skin surface rigidly. It is 

necessary to simulate the local displacement of the garment from the skin surface. 

Two different methods have been developed, one for cloth deformation on the limbs (trousers and 

sleeves), the other one for the deformation of cloth on the trunk. Cloth vertices on the limbs are 

enclosed in half spheres that are attached to the skin surface (fig.12). Vertices inside these spheres 

are displaced with the equation of the rigid body motion. A function defines the diameter of the 

spheres depending on the relative position of the cloth vertex to the normal of the skin surface. 



 

Cloth vertices located on the trunk are animated with a rough mesh. This rough mesh is animated 

with a physic-based method. The cloth mesh is deformed with the FFD method using the position of 

the vertices on the rough mesh (fig.13). 

                                   
 

Fig.12. Cross section of a limb with a garment.          Fig.13. Control (light) and attach 
(dark) points for FFD. 

Layer 3 is composed of vertices that freely float around the body. This will take care of cases, such 

as a large skirt floating around the legs. Any part on this skirt can collide with any part of the leg. 

The simulation of this layer uses a classical approach with particle system and collision avoidance. 

3.6. The Virtual Try-On 

The garment design tool would not be complete if the visualization of the garments by the customers 

would not be possible. The web application "Virtual Try-On" has been developed for this purpose. 

With the Virtual Try-On [COR 02], customers can choose garments and try on 3D mannequins that 

are adjusted to their body measurements, and are assisted to conduct proper online purchase of 

apparels. The Virtual Try-On supports a number of efficient and interactive operations, such as 

automatic adjustment of the 3D mannequin according to the shopper’s body measurement, the 

selection and trial of different garment items, the online fitting/resizing of the garment to the 

mannequin and real-time simulation of the garment movement (fig.15). 



 

 
 

Fig.14. Interface for a web-based virtual try-on application.                  Fig.15. Real-time 
animation of a dress. 

The Virtual Try-On is composed of two components, namely the Web Server and the Client 

Application (fig.16). 

The online clothing store Web server consists of two databases: the body database that contains 3D 

mannequins and the garment database that is composed of the garments available for purchasing. 

Upon user selection, the chosen 3D garment model and the body are downloaded to the client. These 

garments have been designed with the garment design tool and exported to the garment database. 

 
 

Fig.16..Architecture of the web-based virtual try-on application. 

The Web Client is an ActiveX control installed on the customer machine, which main purpose is the 

simulation and the visualization of the garments and the body downloaded from the Web server. The 

Web Client application contains the body/garment sizing module and the real-time garment 



 

simulation module. The body/garment sizing module provides functionalities to deform the 3D 

mannequin from the customer’s input body size and resize the selected garment accordingly. Once 

the garments and the mannequin have been adapted to the customer's measurements, the animation 

of the dressed mannequin is taken care of by the real-time garment simulation module. The 

simulation is based on the method described in the section 3.5.2. 

4. Perspectives 

While virtual prototyping still cannot pretend being a complete substitution to manual prototyping 

for a matter of accuracy, it nevertheless allows speeding up the design cycle of garments by allowing 

the garment designer to address quickly the issues related to draping and fitting. Our interactive 

system enhances these features by drastically shortening the cycle between pattern edition and 

visualization of the changes on the garment, skipping the process of reconstruction of new virtual 

garment models for each step of the design. As the measurements and the posture of the mannequin 

can also be changed interactively, this system is a great tool for validating fitting and comfortability 

of garments, for instance to assess how the garment will react to measurement changes of the body 

(aging, pregnancy), and various postures (sitting, walking, or specific postures for sportswear) 

(fig.17). 

The benefit of this framework is not only directed to the garment design process. It can also be used 

as a visualization tool for customers who need a quick preview of customized garments on 

mannequins that have their own measurements. This could be available in the form of virtual fitting 

rooms. Web applications would also take advantage of the real-time animation preview for the 

convenience of the customers. 



 

 
 

Fig.17. Accurate animation of virtual garments. 

Blurring the line between 2D pattern shape design and the actual 3D garment wear on a custom 

mannequin finally opens the door to new potentialities in the field on how garments are being 

created. In the current design process where pattern makers "flatten" the sketches drawn by fashion 

designers in a long and tedious process, future advances could short-circuit the consideration of 

pattern shape during the design phase by providing advanced 3D garment sketching tools directly to 

the fashion designer for dressing a mannequin directly in the virtual world. 

The priority for 3D virtual garment development is still oriented a fast and exact simulation with fast 

visualization. One major issue is the accuracy of the simulation for representing accurately wrinkles, 

folds, and refined design details. For instance, the software still needs the patterns to be designed in 

a way suitable for simulation, mostly by cleaning up the pattern from all the small feature details that 

cannot be simulated, also by taking into account how seaming is managed by the software (for 

instance by removing the overlap of cloth along seaming lines, overlap which should ideally be 

properly simulated with its specific mechanical behavior). 

Despite important progress [FUH 03], some advances are still required for obtaining the ideal system 

where patterns directly obtained from traditional pattern design frameworks can be accurately 



 

simulated with all their relevant features without any user interaction. For instance, this concerns 

automatic placement and assembly of complex garments around a character (for instance, multilayer 

garments), ideally for obtaining a system that would automatically generate a virtual garments 

directly from the output of CAD pattern design systems. Other functions have to be more automatic 

to speed up the design and simulation process, such as the making of folds, darts, buttons or other 

features. 

However, new virtual simulation may also offer new paths toward innovative design techniques for 

the garment industry. For instance, the design of the garment could be done directly in 3D, with 

automatic generation of the pattern shapes as output for the pattern maker. In a further step, new 3D 

interaction tools and advanced features, such as development in automatic recognition of shapes out 

of sketches of a fashion designer, is a vast area of new potentialities. 
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